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Abstract

This article describes MetaRomance, a
rule-based cross-lingual parser for Ro-
mance languages submitted to CoNLL
2017 Shared Task: Multilingual Parsing
from Raw Text to Universal Dependen-
cies. The system is an almost delexi-
calized parser which does not need train-
ing data to analyze Romance languages.
It contains linguistically motivated rules
based on PoS-tag patterns. The rules in-
cluded in MetaRomance were developed
in about 12 hours by one expert with no
prior knowledge in Universal Dependen-
cies, and can be easily extended using
a transparent formalism. In this paper
we compare the performance of MetaRo-
mance with other supervised systems par-
ticipating in the competition, paying spe-
cial attention to the parsing of different
treebanks of the same language. We also
compare our system with a delexicalized
parser for Romance languages, and take
advantage of the harmonized annotation of
Universal Dependencies to propose a lan-
guage ranking based on the syntactic dis-
tance each variety has from Romance lan-
guages.

1 Introduction

This article describes the MetaRomance parser,
which participated at CoNLL 2017 Shared Task:
Multilingual Parsing from Raw Text to Univer-
sal Dependencies (Zeman et al., 2017). MetaRo-
mance is a rule-based parser for Romance lan-
guages adapted to Universal Dependencies (UD).
The system relies on a basic grammar consisting
on simple cross-lingual and (almost) delexicalized
rules likely to be shared by most Romance lan-

guages. Rules are almost delexicalized because
they are mainly applied on Universal PoS-tags,
only containing few grammar words (some prepo-
sitions and conjunctions) together with a small list
of verbs. The grammar was developed by one ex-
pert with no prior knowledge in UD in about 12
hours.1

As the Universal Dependencies initiative (Nivre
et al., 2016) offers linguistic criteria providing a
consistent representation across languages, it fits
perfectly with our objective of defining cross-
lingual rules. In fact, the availability of har-
monized treebanks provides an interesting test
bench for cross-lingual dependency parsing re-
search (McDonald et al., 2011; Mcdonald et al.,
2013; Vilares et al., 2016).

Our participation at this CoNLL 2017 shared
task has several experimental objectives. First,
we will compare our rule-based approach with the
rest of participants, which are likely to be super-
vised systems, with regard to Romance languages.
Namely, we will analyze the performance of sev-
eral systems on different treebanks of the same
language. Then, we will also evaluate the cross-
lingual property of our system by comparing it
with a supervised delexicalized parser. Last but
not least, the analysis of the results in the shared
task will allow us to check whether our method
might be useful to measure the syntactic distance
between Romance and non-Romance languages.

The results of different experiments show that,
in spite of its simplicity, MetaRomance achieve
reasonable results on Romance languages with no
training data, and that its performance is relatively
uniform across different treebanks of the same lan-
guage. The delexicalized rules of this system al-

1The whole system, DepPattern and MetaRomance, is
freely available at:
https://github.com/CoNLL-UD-2017/
MetaRomance.
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lowed us to present a classification of all the lan-
guages present in the shared task ranked by their
syntactic distance from Romance languages.

The remaining of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents some related work on
dependency and cross-lingual parsing. Then, we
present the architecture of MetaRomance in Sec-
tion 3, and several experiments on Section 4. Fi-
nally, we briefly discuss the results and present the
conclusions of our work in Sections 5 and 6, re-
spectively.

2 Related Work

In the last 15 years, most work on depen-
dency parsing has been developed within two
supervised (data-driven) approaches: determinis-
tic parsing, which is also known as transition-
based parsing (Yamada and Matsumoto, 2003;
Nivre, 2004; Gómez-Rodrı́guez and Fernández-
González, 2012), and non-deterministic strategies,
known as graph-based dependency parsing (Mc-
Donald and Pereira, 2006; Carreras, 2007; Martins
et al., 2010).

In opposition to data-driven approaches, many
grammar-driven (or rule-based) parsers use finite-
state technology, which has attractive properties
for syntactic parsing, such as conceptual simplic-
ity, flexibility, and efficiency in terms of space and
time. It permits to build robust and deterministic
parsers. Most finite-state based parsing strategies
use cascades of transducers (Ait-Mokhtar et al.,
2002; Oflazer, 2003).

Concerning cross-lingual parsing, there are two
main approaches for parsing one language (the tar-
get) with resources from one or more source lan-
guages: (a) data transfer, and (b) model trans-
fer methods. On the one hand, data transfer ap-
proaches obtain annotated treebanks of a target
language by projecting the syntactic information
from the source data. Some methods use parallel
corpora (Hwa et al., 2005; Ganchev et al., 2009;
Agić et al., 2016) while others create artificial data
taking advantage of machine translation (Tiede-
mann and Agić, 2016).

On the other hand, the strategies based on model
transfer train systems on the source data that can
be used to parse a target language (Zeman and
Resnik, 2008). The emergence of different initia-
tives promoting harmonized annotations allowed
researchers to explore this approach, using delex-
icalized models and multi-source strategies (Mc-

Donald et al., 2011; Täckström et al., 2012).
More recently, some works addressed multi-

lingual parsing using a single model (trained in
a combination of various treebanks) to analyze
different languages (Vilares et al., 2016; Ammar
et al., 2016).

The growth in cross-lingual parsing research
has given rise to a recent shared task at VarDial
2017 (Zampieri et al., 2017), Cross-lingual De-
pendency Parsing (CLP) (Tiedemann, 2017). CLP
is a shared task whose aim is to develop models
for parsing selected target languages without an-
notated training data, but having annotated data in
one or two closely related languages (Rosa et al.,
2017).

With the emergence of UD as the practical stan-
dard for multilingual PoS and syntactic depen-
dency annotation, it is possible to develop univer-
sal rule-based strategies requiring no training data,
and relying on basic rules exploiting the UD crite-
ria. The Universal Dependency Parser, described
in (Martı́nez Alonso et al., 2017), is a good ex-
ample of this unsupervised strategy. Our work
goes in that direction, but with two differences:
the grammar is focused on Romance languages
and the parser relies on basic rules implemented
as cascades of finite-state transducers.

3 MetaRomance

3.1 The architecture

The core of MetaRomance, depicted in Figure 1,
consists of the following modules:

• An adapter converting CoNLL-U into the
format required by the rule-based parser.

• A MetaRomance grammar with 150 cross-
lingual rules configured to work with tags, la-
bels and linguistic constraints of UD.

• A grammar compiler that takes the grammar
as input and generates a dependency parser,
which is based on finite state transitions.

In order to allow MetaRomance to work on
raw text, some scripts are provided in addition
to the core architecture for converting the tags
given by different PoS-taggers (namely, FreeL-
ing (Padró and Stanilovsky, 2012; Garcia and
Gamallo, 2010), TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994), and
LinguaKit (Garcia and Gamallo, 2015)) into the
CoNLL-U format. Thus, MetaRomance is able
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to parse raw text which has been tokenized, lem-
matized and PoS-tagged with several systems that
provide high-quality analyses for different lan-
guages.

3.2 The MetaRomance grammar

The cost of writing the grammar is not high since
its size is small and the rules are not language-
specific. The strategy we followed to write the
MetaRomance grammar is based on two method-
ological principles:

• Start with high-coverage rules.

• Otherwise, develop rules shared by as many
Romance languages as possible.

The objective is to find a trade-off between high
performance and low effort, i.e. we look for ef-
ficiency. Most rules satisfy these two principles,
giving rise to a broad-coverage parser. We have
not defined non-projective rules since, in general,
they have low coverage and are language depen-
dent. Some rules contain information on spe-
cific lexical units, but only to identify grammati-
cal words: some prepositions, conjunctions, deter-
miners, and pronouns (and a small and automat-
ically extracted list of verbs). Most phenomena
not covered by the grammar are related with some
long distance dependencies, including subordinate
clauses in non-canonical positions, or complex is-
sues derived from coordination.

Cross-lingual rules were written with DepPat-
tern (Gamallo and González, 2011), a high-level
syntactic formalism aimed to write dependency-
based grammars. This dependency formalism has
been adapted so as to let it interpret Universal De-
pendencies, more specifically UDv2. All rules
were written in about 12 hours by an expert lin-
guist who has skills in the DepPattern formalism,
but with no prior knowledge in UD. He took into
account the syntactic structure of all Romance lan-
guages of the UDv2 treebanks except Romanian.
In the following you can see an example of a Dep-
Pattern rule:

det: DET [ADJ]? NOUN
Agreement: gender, number
%

The first line contains, divided by the colon,
the name of the dependency relation (det) together
with the PoS context. Here, a determiner will be

linked as dependent of a noun (the head), with an
optional adjective between them. The second line
states that this rule will only be applied if both the
dependent and the head agree in gender and num-
ber.

As the grammar is not complete, giving rise to
partial parses, we implemented a post-editor script
linking all tokens without head information to the
corresponding sentence root. Moreover, in order
to assign a label to each unknown dependency, the
script associates dependency names to PoS-tags:
e.g., PUNCT is associated with the dependency
name “punct”, VERB with “xcomp”, and so on.

It is worth noting that the rules implemented in
MetaRomance only make use 25 out of the 37 uni-
versal relations defined in the UDv2 guidelines.

3.3 A finite-state transition parser

The parser, automatically generated from the for-
mal grammar, is based on a finite-state transition
approach making use of a similar strategy to the
shift-reduce algorithm. More precisely, it consists
of a set of transducers/rules that compress the in-
put sequence of tokens by progressively removing
the dependent tokens as soon as dependencies are
recognized (Gamallo, 2015). So, at each applica-
tion of a rule, the system reduces the input and
make it easier to find new dependencies in further
rule applications. In particular, short dependencies
are recognized first and, as a consequence, the in-
put is simplified so as to make lighter the recog-
nition of long distance dependencies. This is in-
spired by the easy-first strategy.

4 Experiments

This section presents several evaluations of
MetaRomance using the data provided by the
CoNLL 2017 shared task on UD parsing (Nivre
et al., 2017). We will show the results of the fol-
lowing experiments:

• Comparison of MetaRomance with other su-
pervised approaches on all the testing tree-
banks of Romance languages.

• Analysis of the performance of several
parsers on different treebanks of the same
language.

• Comparison of MetaRomance with a neu-
ral network delexicalized parser for Romance
languages.
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Figure 1: Architecture of MetaRomance

• Syntactic distance between Romance and
non-Romance languages.

As we had several alignment issues concerning
the evaluation of data pre-processed by LinguaKit
and FreeLing, all the experiments presented in this
paper (as well as the official MetaRomance re-
sults) used as input the tokenized, lemmatized and
PoS-tagged data provided by the UDPipe baseline
models.

4.1 Results at CoNLL-2017 shared task

In general, our system obtained low LAS and
UAS results in the whole dataset of the shared
task (34.05% LAS, 42.55% UAS).2 The results
were mostly expected due to the characteristics
of MetaRomance: an almost delexicalized parser
which does not require training data, with simple
rules only based on the syntactic structure of Ro-
mance languages.

MetaRomance needed 29 minutes and 155MB
of memory to parse all the testing sets on the TIRA
virtual machine provided by the shared task (Pot-
thast et al., 2014).

Table 1 shows the official MetaRomance results
on every treebank of a Romance language eval-
uated in the shared task. On average, our system
achieved F1 results of 58.9 (LAS) and 66.1 (UAS).
The worst results were obtained in Romanian; this
fact was expected because (a) Romanian is lin-
guistically more distant than the other Romance
languages (Gamallo et al., 2017), and (b) we did
not implement any dependency rule with this lan-
guage in mind.

2After correcting a small bug in a script —which pro-
duced invalid treebanks for three languages—, we obtained
34.98% LAS and 43.81% UAS. The new results, not present
in the official ones, were (LAS/UAS): bxr: 19.51/30.22, cs:
41.63/47.92, and tr: 13.70/23.85.

Even if the values in Table 1 are not compara-
ble with most supervised systems in the compe-
tition, our simple parser obtained competitive re-
sults in some languages, such as es, it, and pt. In-
terestingly, MetaRomance performed better in the
pud datasets than in the others treebanks of the
same languages (with only one exception: UAS
results in pt and pt pud), while most systems in the
shared task decreased their performance in the pud
datasets in several points. In this respect, MetaRo-
mance leaded some supervised approaches in tree-
banks such as pt pud or gl treegal (this last one
with small training data).

Some of the results on different treebanks of the
same language have noticeable LAS differences:
more than 5 points between es and es pud, and
about 10% between pt br and the two other tree-
banks of Portuguese.3

In this regard, our next experiment compares the
cross-treebank performance of supervised models
(i.e., parsing different treebanks of the same lan-
guage with the same model). To carry out this
experiment we trained a UDPipe model (Straka
et al., 2016) in each training dataset of Spanish,
Galician, and Portuguese. These models were
trained using the default parameters of UDPipe
1.1, but removing the lemmas and the morpholog-
ical features of the treebanks, with a view to build-
ing parsers with more robust performance among
the different test sets.4

3Concerning Portuguese, it is important to note that (a)
Brazilian Portuguese has some syntactic (as well as morpho-
logical, orthographic, etc.) differences regarding European
Portuguese, and that (b) the pt br treebank does not contain
lemmas neither morphological features (and also it has some
tokenization issues: e.g., most contractions with the preposi-
tion em are tokenized as en).

4Preliminary tests using the baseline models provided by
the shared task organization showed that some models trained
in one treebank may obtain LAS results with drops of more
than 26% when parsing a different treebank of the same lan-
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Treebank LAS UAS
ca 57.71 65.57
es 59.80 67.20
es ancora 60.99 69.63
es pud 65.49 71.68
fr 54.10 62.20
fr partut 56.17 63.10
fr sequoia 55.16 60.76
fr pud 58.67 65.94
gl 54.87 62.59
gl treegal 57.20 63.87
it 62.96 70.35
it pud 65.49 71.82
pt 65.50 71.77
pt br 56.19 65.81
pt pud 66.35 71.43
ro 45.04 53.90
average 58.86 66.10

Table 1: MetaRomance results on the Romance
languages test sets (predicted tokens, lemmas, fea-
tures, and PoS-tags).

Table 2 includes the LAS and UAS values of
each model (in the columns) on the target tree-
banks (on each row). These numbers clearly show
that the results of supervised models are very dif-
ferent when parsing a different treebank to the one
used for training, even if both corpus belong to the
same language. These differences are much higher
than those reported for MetaRomance, exceeding
22% in gl parsing gl treegal, more than 15% in
the analysis of es by es ancora, or more than 14
in pt br parsing pt. Note, however, than most su-
pervised parsers (except gl analyzing gl treegal)
achieved better results than those obtained by
MetaRomance.

These results (both the UDPipe and the
MetaRomance ones) suggest that careful analyses
of the different treebanks are required, aimed at
knowing whether these large variations are due to
different domains, annotation issues, or linguistic
differences.

4.2 Comparison with a cross-lingual
delexicalized parser

In the next experiment we compare the per-
formance of MetaRomance with a delexicalized
parser trained with a combined corpus which in-
cludes sentences from every Romance treebank.

guage.

Target Source

Spanish
es es ancora

LAS UAS LAS UAS
es 76.85 81.19 64.25 71.95
es ancora 67.25 76.43 79.36 83.42
es pud 74.88 82.26 67.67 76.77

Galician
gl gl treegal

LAS UAS LAS UAS
gl 73.71 77.17 58.03 68.47
gl treegal 50.98 63.37 65.24 70.81

Portuguese
pt pt br

LAS UAS LAS UAS
pt 78.74 82.43 68.00 77.92
pt br 66.85 76.19 82.10 84.83
pt pud 71.59 77.58 67.75 77.87

Table 2: Results of UDPipe models trained in the
source treebanks (columns) on the target test sets
(rows).

This is a competitive supervised baseline in cross-
lingual transfer parsing work, which gives us an
indication of how our system compares to standard
cross-lingual parsers.

We trained 50 UDPipe models by randomly se-
lecting from 1 to 50 sentences of each Romance
treebank in the training data. Then, we obtained
the average results on all the Romance test tree-
banks, and plotted them together with the MetaRo-
mance performance in Figure 2.

This figure shows that MetaRomance obtains
similar results (≈ 59% LAS) to those achieved
with about 2,000 tokens of all the Romance tree-
banks. The learning curve also suggest that it is
difficult for cross-lingual models with no lexical
features (as MetaRomance, which is also delexi-
calized) to keep increasing their cross-lingual per-
formance on Romance languages. Thus, UDPipe
achieves 64% with about 5,000 tokens, but it can-
not surpass 65% even with a training corpus of
20,000 tokens.

4.3 Syntactic distance from Romance
languages

The last experiment is an attempt to rank all the
languages in the shared task with respect to the
Romance family, aimed at knowing whether it is
possible to use these results as a syntactic distance
between Romance and non-Romance languages.

Table 3 includes the UAS values obtained by
MetaRomance in every language of the dataset.
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Language UAS Family Branch
Italian 71 Ind Romance
Portuguese 69 Ind Romance
Spanish 69 Ind Romance
Catalan 65 Ind Romance
Galician 63 Ind Romance
French 63 Ind Romance
Bulgarian 54 Ind Slavic
Romanian 53 Ind Romance
Greek 52 Ind European
Russian 52 Ind Slavic
Indonesian 51 Non-Ind Austronesian
Polish 51 Ind Germanic
Old Bulgarian 50 Ind Slavic
Gothic 50 Ind Germanic
Ukrainian 48 Ind Slavic
Dutch 48 Ind Germanic
Croatian 48 Ind Slavic
Norwegian 48 Ind Germanic
Danish 46 Ind Germanic
Hungarian 46 Non-Ind Uralic
Czech 46 Ind Slavic
Sorbian 45 Ind Slavic
English 45 Ind Germanic
Swedish 44 Ind Germanic
Slovak 44 Ind Slavic
German 43 Ind Germanic
Old Greek 40 Ind European
Irish 40 Ind Celtic
Slovene 38 Ind Slavic
Hebrew 38 Non-Ind Semitic
Latin 37 Ind European
Estonian 37 Non-Ind Uralic
Arabic 37 Non-Ind Semitic
Latvian 36 Ind Germanic
Farsi 35 Ind Indian
Norther Sami 35 Non-Ind Uralic
Kurdish 35 Ind Indian
Finnish 34 Non-Ind Uralic
Russian Buryat 30 Non-Ind Mongolic
Korean 27 Non-Ind Koreanic
Turkish 21 Non-Ind Turkic
Uyghur 18 Non-Ind Turkic
Vietnamese 18 Non-Ind Austroasiatic
Kazakh 18 Non-Ind Turkic
Basque 18 Non-Ind isolated
Hindi 15 Ind Indian
Chinese 14 Non-Ind Sino-tibetan
Urdu 13 Ind Indian
Japanese 8 Non-Ind Japonic

Table 3: MetaRomance results (UAS) on each lan-
guage of the CoNLL 2017 dataset. Results in lan-
guages with more than one treebank are the aver-
age values.

Figure 2: LAS values of MetaRomance versus the
learning curve (0–20,000 tokens) of a delexical-
ized UDPipe model trained with random sentences
from all the Romance treebanks. Results are av-
erage F1 values of all the testing Romance tree-
banks.

For those languages with more than one treebank
we show the average results.5

As expected, at the top of the ranking we
find Romance languages, on which MetaRomance
achieves the best results (except on Romanian,
slightly surpassed by Bulgarian). With few excep-
tions, such as the Indian varieties which obtained
low values, Indo-european languages have the best
results. In general, our system does not reach 40%
UAS in Non-Indo-european languages, except in
Hungarian and in Indonesian. In this regard, it
is worth mentioning that Indonesian (with 51%
UAS) has a Subject-Verb-Object word order simi-
lar to most European languages (Sneddon, 1996).

5 Discussion

The experiments performed in this paper provided
some interesting results that claim for further re-
search in cross-lingual parsing.

On the one hand, there are noticeable differ-
ences when parsing different treebanks of the
same language, both using a rule-based system
and harmonized supervised models. In this re-
spect, it could be interesting to analyze the source
of these variations, and MetaRomance could be

5Table 3 follows the language distinction provided by the
shared task, even if we are aware that some linguistic varieties
may be considered dialects of the same language (e.g., Gali-
cian as a variety of Portuguese, Old Bulgarian as a variety of
Bulgarian, etc.).
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useful for this purpose because it uses linguisti-
cally transparent rules based on PoS-tags.

On the other hand, the learning curve of a cross-
lingual delexicalized model reinforces the idea
that lexical features are required to obtain high-
quality parsing results. In this respect, further ex-
periments could compare this learning curve to
lexicalized cross-lingual models, which seem to
obtain good results in languages from the same
linguistic family. Concerning MetaRomance, the
addition of new rules (both lexicalized and with-
out lexical information) could allow the parser to
better analyze different languages.

Finally, and even if this is not a fair compari-
son, it is worth noting that MetaRomance obtained
higher results in Romance languages than those
achieved by UDP (Martı́nez Alonso et al., 2017).
UDP is a training-free parser based on PageRank
and a small set of head attachment rules, being
more generic than MetaRomance (it can be applied
to any language with more homogeneous results
than our system). The differences on Romance
languages vary between few decimals to more than
6% UAS, but the experiments were performed us-
ing different versions of the UD treebanks.6

6 Conclusions

This paper presented our submission to the CoNLL
2017 Shared Task: Multilingual Parsing from Raw
Text to Universal Dependencies. The system,
MetaRomance, is a fast rule-based parser suited to
analyze Romance languages with no training data.
It can be used on the top of several PoS-taggers
such as LinguaKit, FreeLing, TreeTagger, or in a
CoNLL-U file processed by tools such as UDPipe.

This cross-lingual parser contains 150 rules
based on PoS-tags patterns, implemented by a lin-
guist in about 12 hours. The MetaRomance gram-
mar was written in DepPattern, a formalism that
allows experts to easily modify and increase the
rules to cover more syntactic phenomena.

Several experiments showed that a simple sys-
tem such as the proposed in this paper can ana-
lyze in a uniform way different treebanks of Ro-
mance languages (and also from other linguis-
tic families). Furthermore, a preliminary experi-
ment on cross-lingual delexicalized parsing of Ro-
mance languages suggested that lexical features

6At this moment it is not possible to perform a better com-
parison of both systems, because UDP works with UDv1.2
and MetaRomance with UDv2.0.

are needed to increase the parsing performance.
Lexical information can be added both to super-
vised systems and to our rule-based approach.

The grammar provided by MetaRomance was
also used to present a classification of all the lan-
guages of the shared task datasets ranked by their
syntactic distance with respect to Romance lan-
guages.
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